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As an artist exploring multiple fields of expression,

Alexia Traore does not dissociate her creative

processes, the matter of her body and the matter of

her works. 

 

Her research questions, through installations,

photographs, videos and sculptures, individual,

collective and political memory, the experience of the

feminity in our society, and our relationship to the

consumption and sustainability . 

 

Alexia performs in connection with the exhibitions of

her works, in galleries or within the scenography of

the shows. This portfolio presents the series:

GHAZAL OF SILENCE, RESILIENTE(S), 

WHIRLING INSIDE and KHAÏMA

 

www.alexiatraore.com

instagram : alexiatraoreartist



GHAZAL OF SILENCE

Installation / Performance

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Matérials:

Acoustic instruments

Dance covering floor (PVC)

Acrylic paint

Pigments Miscellaneous recovery metals

RESILIENTE(S)

Sculpture 

 

 

 

 

 

Matériaux: 

Coat (around 1965) Leather / wool

Shoes (around 1990) Leather

Fan: paper and wood

Acrylic paint

Miscellaneous recovery materials 

(acrylic paint bottles

metal caddy/light fixture 

powder brush, handbag)

Collages: words taken from art

or personal development magazines
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WHIRLING INSIDE

Installation / Performance / Photographies 

Materials:

Recovery posters or flyers

(old dance shows

Acrylic paint

KHAÏMA

Installation

Materials:

Wooden furniture elements (1970 / 2010)

Metal

Acrylic paint
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Music and dance instruments abandoned in the middle of their
existence, before they could accomplish their destinies.
Unsuitable, worn, sometimes dangerous…
Dance words appear on the skin or metal they are made of,
creating a dialog, both permanent and interrupted.These silent
objects hence become the echo of a poetic, coded, cathartic
speech. Similar to an awakening, they enter a new dimension,
away from their original purpose and their long uselessness.

GHAZAL
OF SILENCE



BELOVED



A PEARL



A BRIDE



RESONANCES

LETTERS



ZIKR CIRCLE



EXHIBITION GALLERY FISSURES SEINE /  SAINT OUEN /  NOVEMBER 2019



EXHIBITION GALLERY ART COURSE /  STRASBOURG / FEBRUARY 2020



EXHIBITION ARTNUMBER23 GALLERY LONDON  MARCH 2020



EXHIBITION ARTNUMBER23 GALLERY LONDON  MARCH 2020



RESILIENT(S), recycled sculpture, brings together

clothes and objects belonging to women 

of fourgenerations of the same family. 

Linked to daily life, aesthetics, work, self and body image,

professional context and leisure, seductive and intimate, 

these objects question the memories of women and their

experiences in all their complexity. 

At the center of the work, the mantle poses a dancing

gesture, a flight towards freedom of being.

Winning work of the Springboard Young Contemporary

Artists, Studio Club, Paris 2020

RESILIENT(S)









Whirling, inside… unveiling the invisible movement 

that is inside all of us, between light and darkness. 

For a long time, my dance was invisible.

But inside of me, something was dancing and whirling. It

was giving me vertigo.

Then I danced. And dance settled inside inside of me.

That never ending movement, appeasing past and

present. I am looking for its breath inside of me, its echo

in the streets, and on paper.

WHIRLING
INSIDE













The khaïma is the nomad traditional tent of the deserts of

Algeria, Mauritania and Morocco. In this installation, the

dance performance takes place inside of a home and

echoes a language, expresses a voice.

“One of my friends would describe me as ‘nomad in my

own home’. Indeed, I have a hard time keeping my home

unchanged, my furnishing is minimal and mostly related

to music and dance. My few pieces of furniture move

around often. I live in a journey.”

In Khaïma, the form is marked by mobility. The wooden

frames are aligned or superposed in a dialog. They can

change spots depending on the day or the moment.

KHAÏMA



INSTALLATION /  NUIT BLANCHE 2019 /  CENTRE OSTERMEYER PARIS
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